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FOREWORD

This monograph by Colonel Joseph R. Núñez is a constructive response to the question of “How can the United States best develop security cooperation within the Americas?” In it, he develops the necessary background to make the persuasive argument that it is time for the United States to employ strategic restraint and reassurance of allies to develop a new security architecture that is effective and efficient, not to mention reflecting of our values and interests.

The current security architecture of the Western Hemisphere needs major change. To better address current and future threats, the United States must be able to demonstrate the type of leadership that reflects the “soft power” and liberal peace realities of our hemispheric neighborhood. Of course, this will require the recognition and assistance of other leading states that provide real legitimacy and better representation for this new security structure. The threats and challenges that Colonel Núñez articulates are no longer state versus state on a path to eventual war, but more internal, where weak institutions struggle to deal with terrorism, natural disasters, governmental corruption, insurgency, crime, and narcotrafficking. Many of these problems transcend borders, further complicating matters.

Colonel Núñez argues that the United States is the only country that can provide the new direction for security cooperation, but must rely upon Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile to develop the consensus for change and materially contribute to the creation of standing multinational units. He senses that issues such as state sovereignty and the role of the Organization of American States must figure significantly in the overarching security structure, and that these new brigade-sized units must be
able to rapidly deploy to handle missions immediately, not after the fact in an ad hoc and disorganized manner.

This is a most timely monograph. With current concerns about the Free Trade Area of the Americas and the strength of democratic regimes, along with the growing need for homeland—even hemispheric—security, it is most important that we seriously consider new ways to respond to our strategic situation. While the innovative system detailed in this monograph is an ambitious venture, it also reflects great logic, grand strategy, and sound assessments about the Americas. A new security community must be developed to reflect our emerging economic community and uphold shared democratic values.

The mission of the U.S. military, and the Army in particular, is to be prepared to allocate resources for this new security system that complements many transformation themes already embraced, yet in a truly multinational manner that builds trust, respect, cohesion, and results in mission success through competence, interoperability, and rapid deployment. This monograph provides an excellent opportunity for policymakers to consider a new security architecture, complete with details for implementation. The Strategic Studies Institute is pleased to publish this work as a contribution to the national security debate on hemispheric security cooperation.

DOUGLAS C. LOVELACE, JR.
Director
Strategic Studies Institute
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF THE AUTHOR
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SUMMARY

The main focus of this monograph is on security cooperation within the Americas. Essentially, much emphasis has been placed on economic cooperation (free trade agreements), but little thought has been given to security cooperation. Existing collective defense systems (Rio Treaty of the Organization of American States [OAS]) are a relic of the Cold War and not sufficient for the challenges and threats of today.

The Americas are evidence of liberal or democratic peace. States do not war against each other because values and trade discourage major conflicts. The greater challenge to the state is internal, particularly given the problems of natural disasters, insurgency, drugs, violent crime, poverty, and other problems. Because of spillover effects, domestic issues often become transnational, such as with the drugs, weapons, and people that move across borders. Add to these the problems of natural disasters, and one can see that major changes are needed to the security architecture of the Western Hemisphere.

The United States has leadership responsibilities but must exercise them within a soft power framework that reflects strategic restraint and reassurance. Without a win-win strategy (we gain—they gain) for the states that constitute the OAS, the future does not look bright for promotion of U.S. interests and values. Key to successful U.S. leadership is the recognition of certain sub-regional leaders—Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile—that can add significant legitimacy to a new security architecture, along with the component forces to create standing multinational units. These units would constitute the reactivation of the First Special Service Force (FSSF), a famous Canadian-American brigade-size unit from World War II. The United States, Canada, and Mexico would form the First Special Service Force—North or FSSF(N) and
Brazil, Argentina, and Chile would form the First Special Service Force—South or FSSF(S).

These units are under the control of the OAS through a newly created security council comprised of the FSSF states. Such forces are organized to be deployable rapidly to handle missions that include humanitarian assistance, peacekeeping, peace enforcement, and small-scale contingencies. An FSSF can only be deployed if member countries approve the mission, which works to respect the sovereignty of individual states and increases the scope of input in the decisionmaking process.

This is obviously an ambitious and radical agenda of change. Yet given current opportunities (free trade) and challenges (democratic backsliding), a new security system that promotes better cooperation, coordination, and results is certainly warranted. An incipient economic community (Free Trade Area of the Americas [FTAA in 2005]) within an existing democratic community requires a new security structure that can support and defend it, now and in the future.
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... I think we shortchange ourselves in our own hemisphere
from not paying more attention beyond the Free Trade Area of
the Americas, which obviously is very important.¹

Rep. Robert Menendez (D-NJ)

We seek not just neighbors but strong partners. We seek not
just progress but shared prosperity. With persistence and
courage, we shaped the last century into an American century.
With leadership and commitment, this can be the century of
the Americas.... Should I become president, I will look south,
not as an afterthought, but as a fundamental commitment to
my presidency.²

Gov. George W. Bush (R-TX)

Introduction and Significant Trends.

Each century there are few opportunities for a major
power—such as the United States—to make a monumental
change in grand strategy for an important region of the
world. Today, the nation states of the Western Hemisphere
possess a fleeting moment to create a new community.
Regionalism is on the rise around the world and in the
Americas, and with it comes new ways of interacting
economically, politically, socially, and militarily. States
devote considerable thought and planning to economic
issues, particularly trade, but precious little has been
devoted to the security cooperation imperative that arises
from these other integration areas.

This monograph addresses the task of creating a
security cooperation architecture in the Americas. Existing
cooperative defense measures are not in harmony with current security needs, a fact that was echoed throughout the hemisphere in the aftermath of the September 11, 2002, terrorist attacks when words took the place of action. Moreover, security cooperation in the 21st century requires a greater sense of partnership that provides major benefits to all states that participate. Thus, the United States must be willing to be less directive and more willing to listen to the concerns of other states in the region. In return, the hemispheric neighbors of the United States must be prepared to share the security responsibilities that arise from this cooperation.

In attempting to tackle a major strategic challenge, that of devising a security architecture for the Americas, some major trends must be acknowledged as foundational for this new “security edifice.” These trends address economic, political, security, governmental, leadership, and terror issues that affect the prospects for hemispheric cooperation.

The first trend is that the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) will be approved by 2005, and shall include all nation states in the Western Hemisphere, except Cuba (and possibly Venezuela). Related to this assumption is that domestically, Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) is enacted by Congress, and internationally, Mercosur (particularly Brazil) maintains a positive view toward participation in the FTAA. Capitalism, despite the criticisms of some regional leaders, is still the only viable economic system. Most of the anticapitalistic rhetoric is directed at the distribution of benefits, not whether it works to produce gains or development.

The second trend is that the Americas remain a “Zone of Peace.” Liberal (or Democratic) Peace prevails. That is, states continue to abhor “total war” as a means of resolving problems. The Peru-Ecuador conflict of 1995 was hardly a war. Fighting occurred, but was limited in scope (fighting restricted to a long disputed and small border zone), severity (few casualties), size (limited forces and logistics),
and time (fighting lasted less than a month, and peacekeepers quickly deployed at the request of Ecuador and Peru). Thus, the last major war in the Americas was the Chaco War between Bolivia and Paraguay that began 70 years ago.

The third trend is that the security dilemma from Canada to Chile is largely internal or domestic, and intensified by transnational nonstate actors. Presidents, legislatures, judiciaries, and militaries are more concerned about internal collapse—resulting from domestic pathologies—than a foreign army crossing their border to conquer their homeland. Feeding these fears are monumental problems—narcotrafficking, arms smuggling, violent crime, insurgency, corruption (money laundering to bribery), and terrorism—as well as murky business and political dealings that cross borders, regions, continents, and the world. Essentially, these are strategic criminal enterprises that states find difficult to counter on their own.

The fourth trend is that democracy will endure and strengthen throughout the Western Hemisphere. Even so, backsliding will occur and complicate political analysis of the region. Many countries will take several steps forward in their maturity as democratic states, and then move one step backward. In some cases, backsliding may exceed forward movement, yet that should not distort the overall picture of the region’s dedication to democracy. Democracy has been strengthened already in Mexico, Brazil, and Chile, to name a few. Others like Venezuela, are moving backward, although the pro-democracy movement against President Hugo Chávez, truly an “elected dictator,” grows stronger each day. The challenge is to go beyond democratic elections to achieve democratic and legitimate governance.

The fifth trend is that hemispheric security initiatives require the leadership of the United States, or they will not come to fruition. Like it or not, the United States is the hegemonic force in the Americas because of its economic, political, military, and cultural power. How that power is
used, hard versus soft, determines the level of cooperation that can be achieved. Of course, leaders require followers, so other states must be given incentives to join in and perform certain roles. Unless concerns over matters like sovereignty, distribution of gains, and fulfilling promises are addressed effectively within the hemisphere, security cooperation will not be realized. Further complicating matters is the recognition that the United States can only demonstrate effective leadership in the Americas by relying on sub-regional leaders to assist materially with the creation and operation of a new security architecture. We have interdependent destinies that require cooperation in the protection of values and interests.

The final trend is that the terrorist attacks of September 11 motivated the United States to address its vulnerability, not only by improving domestic security measures, but also by emphasizing immediate security cooperation within North America, and within the Americas over the longer term. This step is clearly positive for addressing the huge void in hemispheric security. Yet this opportunity must be acted on quickly, lest it fade from public and government attention.

**Security Cooperation: The Strategic Challenge.**

Hegemony is not a dirty word, but its usage today often elicits negative and visceral responses because it is interpreted as imperialism, when it actually connotes leadership. Thus, the key issue is how leadership is used—for good or bad ends. The realist school of international relations is correct in ascribing anarchy to the international system. There is no authority above all states. However, that view does not mean that states will not follow the lead of other states. Power does matter, but what is most important is how that power is used, which explains why a leading state, such as the United States, would use institutions to restrict its power—it reduces "fears of domination and abandonment by secondary
states. Essentially, G. John Ikenberry is advocating a system reflecting liberal hegemonic stability. If such an approach worked well in Europe after World War II, then surely it can work in the Americas after the Cold War. This is precisely what is needed within the Americas in the 21st century.

Realists overemphasize power and liberals de-emphasize it; both approaches are wrong in this regard. Leadership based on soft power engenders constructive cooperation, as opposed to hard power, the arrogance of might that reinforces negative images of the United States among our hemispheric partners. The guru of soft power, Joseph Nye, understands well that the key to success is getting other countries not so much to do things they oppose, but rather, to find things we can cooperate on—that is the essence of soft power. To a large extent, Washington has applied this approach in the realm of democracy and trade, but has done little of this in security cooperation.

The implications of liberal hegemonic stability for security cooperation are several and require important attitudinal changes for U.S. political leaders. From a domestic political—executive and legislative—perspective, humanitarians must be convinced to relinquish their reluctance to lead. Conversely, jingoists must be exhorted to refrain from irresponsible leadership. Within the Americas, the role for Washington is to work closely with other states to promote the two main pillars of liberalism, democracy and capitalism. This requires a completely different strategy, an expanded dialogue, and a willingness to cooperate in a truly multinational manner.

A completely new strategy is required that takes a long-term view (short-term views often work against cooperation because they emphasize domestic protectionism over the greater gains of working together openly), recognizes the virtues and value of our regional partners, and reflects the interconnectedness of political, military, and economic issues. The components of this
strategy: democracy, free trade, and security cooperation, are linked through overlapping concerns over human rights, poverty, justice, development, crime, and insurgency. Our neighbors recognize this connection. When asked what was the greatest threat to the national security, Mexico's former—now representative to the United Nations (U.N.)—national security adviser, Adolfo Aguilar Zinser, answered: "Poverty."\textsuperscript{10} If economic programs fail to bring widespread development, poor people may be willing to risk their lives to bring revolutionary change or engage in criminal activity, thus creating a security dilemma for the state. This nexus is now recognized by the Bush administration. President Bush's aide on international economics reports to the economic adviser and national security adviser.\textsuperscript{11} Thus, economic and security considerations are discussed concurrently and symbiotically.

Another challenge for strategists is to determine how to reshape the security architecture so that it reflects a cooperative regional approach that addresses the current needs of Western Hemisphere states. The second genesis for security cooperation in the Americas was the defense ministerial process that began in 1995 with Secretary of Defense William Perry inviting hemispheric defense chiefs to Williamsburg, Virginia, for a meeting that is now perpetuated biannually.\textsuperscript{12} This was the second genesis because the original hemispheric security cooperation began with the creation of the Inter-American Defense System more than a half century ago in response to World War II.\textsuperscript{13} After the war, it transformed itself into a Cold War organization to counter communism. This system is widely viewed as existing in a state of decline since member states consider it obsolete, even anachronistic. It has not kept up with the security needs of this hemisphere, particularly the relationship between security and economic vitality. This task of change is particularly difficult since very little has been written on the subject, unlike Europe where security
cooperation has evolved steadily along with economic integration.\textsuperscript{14}

Most who deal with the FTAA are loath to discuss the connection between trade and security, and this is because many reject, even avoid, the argument that security issues have a major impact on free trade. One who goes against this "conventional wisdom" is Robert Zoellick, the Bush administration's trade representative.

Economic integration, in the Zoellick world-view, is inextricably bound up with democracy and freedom as well as with prosperity. Long before September 11\textsuperscript{th}, he was linking trade and security policy. America, he said, should promote free trade by any means available, across the globe. After that day of horror, he spoke of trade policy as part of the war against terrorism.\textsuperscript{15}

In the same camp is political scientist Georges Fauriol, who had the strategic vision to see the interdisciplinary nature entailed in the creation of a hemispheric economic community.\textsuperscript{16} He recognized that the focus was too narrow. Fauriol notes that the Summit of the Americas process addresses more than economics, but it "is not yet coherent or strategic."\textsuperscript{17} Furthermore, he argues that "what is at stake for the peoples of the Americas goes far beyond a primarily economic agreement."\textsuperscript{18}

Some readers may be skeptical of the kinds of inter-American linkages argued here. Critics might question the logic of integrating the evolving South American defense considerations into an already complex FTAA process. The study argues that the achievement cannot be limited only to a simple set of trade negotiations. The institutionalization of democracy in South America in the last decade not only represents the thrust of U.S. foreign policy interests, but also the basis for the transformations sweeping the region. With the end of the Cold War, international security structures are now accompanied by an unequivocal call for the ideals of democratic governance. From the political and security suspicions of the past, the acrimonious foreign policy clashes, and the occasionally anxious economic relations, a new spirit
of partnership has emerged. The Western Hemisphere now entering the 21st century is truly changed—a testimony to the positive results of rebuilding relationships on the basis of cooperation and trust.\textsuperscript{19}

Also stressing the value of security cooperation is economist Patrice Franko, who has argued for the need of a new regional security framework to complement the FTAA.\textsuperscript{20} She makes an unfortunate assumption that the new security architecture is needed upon the creation of the FTAA; this is too late. But given political realities at the domestic and international level, the new security community may have to wait for the inception of an economic community. In addition, though Franko cites the need for such a cooperative approach to defense issues, and documents this well, the reader is left without any recommendation as to how this approach is to manifest itself.

Hemispheric security architecture has also been outlined by political scientist Donald Schulz on the basis of his dialogue on the subject with the author.\textsuperscript{21} The basis for Schulz’s ideas is a commitment to values, recognition that cooperation can be achieved if structured properly to respect sovereignty and achieve common goals, and analysis that assesses opportunities as exceeding challenges if approached strategically and consistently. The idea of a community of the Western Hemisphere is not new; in fact, it has been around for almost 2 centuries.\textsuperscript{22}

It is important to note that in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the United States, key members of the OAS wanted to contribute materially to our counterterrorist campaign, but invoking the Rio Treaty, a relic of our Cold War collective defense measures, provided little military support because it has no effective avenue for military cooperation.\textsuperscript{23} If the OAS security structure is lacking,\textsuperscript{24} so is the current strategic approach of the United States toward the Western Hemisphere. There is no single military command that encompasses the Americas. Currently, we
have bilateral military arrangements with Mexico and Canada. All military activity with governments from Guatemala to Chile is under the U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCOM).

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has been in effect since 1995, yet until 2002 there was no security structure to match it. The North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) provides for a measure of security cooperation with Canada, but there is little or none with Mexico. This security shortcoming is in the process of being resolved, but the level of Canadian and Mexican cooperation is uncertain.

After America was attacked, the United States finally recognized that homeland defense was important and required a strategic response. Much of the focus was domestically oriented, but some argued for a broader approach to security.

In the first place . . . we do not live on a remote island, and we know that threats can touch us. We are part of North America, sharing vast borders with Canada and Mexico. There can be no homeland security unless we significantly improve security cooperation with our neighbors. Current arrangements are, at best, incomplete.

Second, an existing economic arrangement requires politico-military support. Canada, Mexico, and the United States are members of the North American Free Trade Agreement. This economic community has the potential to serve as a gateway to improved security cooperation, as long as we remember two imperatives—strategic restraint and reassurance. We must respect the sovereignty of our neighbors by treating them as partners. Also needed is better communication on how to work together to promote mutual benefit.

Third, our true strategic destiny is as part of the Americas, a community of states from Canada to Chile that have largely embraced democracy and capitalism. President Bush is committed to making this vision a reality, as the Free Trade Area of the Americas moves ahead. Such an agreement
requires better security arrangements than we have within our command structure or exists within the framework of the Organization of American States.27

Presently, the United States is working to construct a Northern Command that will—no big surprise—include our NAFTA partners. What started out as a push for a Homeland Defense Command evolved into a command structure that encompasses North America; this change appears to have come from Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and his top aides, who were apparently more influenced by views outside than inside the Pentagon. Rumsfeld was critical of the existing Unified Command Plan (UCP), which approaches the world according to regions. As Thomas Ricks noted based on conversations with Rumsfeld, “Transnational concerns, such as terrorism and weapons proliferation, have not received adequate attention from senior commanders, who don’t have the capabilities to coordinate with law enforcement or to track a threat from one continent to another.”28 Ricks also brought to public attention that the Pentagon was considering formation of an Americas Command. It would be tasked with the defense of the Western Hemisphere, with homeland defense being part of the mission.29

An Americas Command is not a new idea. The National Defense Panel (NDP) in 1997 recommended creating such a security organization. The NDP envisioned a command that included the United States, Canada, Mexico, Central America, the Caribbean Basin, and all of South America. It retained SOUTHCOM as a subordinate (or sub-unified) command, and created a Homeland Defense Command as another subordinate command.30 While the NDP concept of an Americas Command is sound, strategic, and needed, the panel’s rationale for a Homeland Defense Command (HDC) is flawed. The panel argued that the HDC “would be created for such missions as augmenting border security operations, defending North America from information warfare attacks and air and missile attacks, and augmenting consequence management of natural disasters
and terrorists attacks. Such responsibilities are important, but not sufficient in scope to warrant a single command, particularly since the military has a supporting role—civilian law enforcement agencies have the leading role. Secondly, a command with such a moniker would be appropriate if it only involved the United States. Since Canada and Mexico will be included in the command, the command name is an affront to our NAFTA partners. Thus, a Northern Command makes much greater sense.

**Canada and Mexico as Security Partners of the United States**

Since September 11, both Canada and Mexico have expressed great interest and concern about a new security architecture for North America. It should be of surprise to no one that the Canadians are more favorably oriented toward increased security cooperation. NORAD provides a working framework for security cooperation. Historically, the United States and Canada worked closely during World War I and II; this cooperation produced a strong defense partnership. Ottawa and Washington are also members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

Most Canadians see the U.S. initiative to create a Northern Command through the dilemma that journalist Jim Travers describes as the choice to “share defence or be tossed aside.” Borrowing an analogy from classical literature, Travers describes Canada’s security challenge:

> Shocked awake by Sept. 11, Washington, or Gulliver, is not about to be constrained by the petty concerns of the Lilliputians. Canada is the most exposed of the Lilliputians. Perched precariously along the great undefended cliché and historically committed to securing America’s back door, this country faces an unambiguous imperative: It can share responsibility for continental defence or it can be tossed aside as Gulliver stirs.

Reflected in these choices are concerns about the adequacy of Ottawa’s military, the uneasiness of living next
to a superpower, and concern that Canada might be abandoned if it does not act to pull its share of continental security mission. But worse scenarios are seen by other Canadians.

Dr. Douglas Bland believes that the recent terror attacks significantly have changed the important relationship between the two countries. Critical to this change is the huge impact that would result from Canada not doing its part to cooperate in preventing terrorism from penetrating the United States from the north.

Thus, Canada’s most important coalition may be headed for radical transformation, from one based since about 1950 on a threat of over-the-pole air attacks and from 1989 on no threat at all, to an overwhelming, all-encompassing concern for the security of the homeland. In this circumstance, the United States will undoubtedly look to Canada to share the burden of homeland security in hitherto unimagined ways, which will impose considerable tangible and intangible costs on Canadians. Should Canada hesitate or seek to avoid these new obligations, it seems likely that the United States will blockade its northern border, and undertake covert intelligence operations in Canada whenever the president deems it necessary. Canada faces no greater foreign and defence policy challenge than finding an appropriate and credible way to reassure the United States that Canada can live up to the 1938 Roosevelt-Mackenzie King agreement that no attack on the United States could come through Canadian territory.36

While Bland’s concerns are not to be taken lightly, the good news is that Ottawa is moving more toward Washington on security matters, while still raising concerns about sovereignty and consultation. Canada has taken significant steps to improve border security in recognition of the need “to safeguard the Canadian and the American homeland,” notes Michael Kergin, the Ambassador of Canada to the United States.37 Perhaps recognizing that the costs are too unbearable should Ottawa not improve its security posture, it is strengthening bilateral relations with Washington. Ambassador Kergin
puts it bluntly, "Like many countries in the world today, the United States is Canada's primary foreign policy concern... without the United States, Canada is pretty isolated." He argues that Canadian interests and U.S. interests have much more in common—citing trade, rule of law, and democracy—than any differences that exist, so it is wise to join as partners in the war against terrorism.

Essentially, John Manley, the Deputy Prime Minister of Canada—now Finance Minister—argues along the same lines. A complex set of intersecting issues—border reform, transportation, law enforcement, financial and immigration issues, and security cooperation—challenge Canadians to make what Manley calls "clear and conscious choices as a nation... what we value, what we will seek, what we must defend—and, ultimately, what we are willing to do in order to achieve these."

Acknowledging that sovereignty is an important concern of Canada, he argues that it "is fundamentally about making choices, and about acting responsibly in the national interest so that we are able to preserve that field of choice for ourselves... sovereignty must be dynamic—or else our country cannot be." Thus, if Canada wants to preserve its favorable situation—the number one trading partner of the United States—it must get beyond the shrill rhetoric about "American imperialism," something that is present in academic circles and the media. Manley recognizes that Canada can better preserve its sovereignty by constructively engaging with the United States to address bilateral responsibilities as well as benefits—there is no free lunch. He addresses the interdependent relationship:

Canada and the U.S. are fully cognizant that the bulk of our massive two-way trade derives from companies operating near, around and across the border. This remains a key driver for jobs and prosperity in both Canada and the USA, and lies at the core of our economic security. But we know that without a foundation of confidence—meaning consistent, comprehensive and effective security measures—this will falter... Much of the almost 135-year history of our nation
has been about how we establish and exercise our sovereignty within a shared North American space—almost always accompanied by ritual fear and anxiety over how a greater North America might mean a diminished Canada (this has always struck me as absurd, since we occupy the bulk of North American territory!).

Until recently, Canada was known for its peacekeeping and little else in the military realm, at least since the end of World War II. That has changed significantly in 2002. Now Canadian military forces are engaging in combined combat operations with the United States in Afghanistan against al-Qaida fighters, and are performing very well. Even before Canadian troops entered the fray, they were well-regarded by American commanders. Referring to the soldiers of the Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry, Colonel Frank Wiercinski told reporters that because the soldiers were well-trained and equipped, they would be integrated fully in his task force. Wiercinski stated, “We want to bring capability that we both can put together, and by doing that make ourselves stronger by using the best of each. And I think we’ve done that. They bring capability, not liability, to this fight. … I know (the Patricias) are a great battalion.”

Canadian military forces’ ability was verified on March 14, 2002, when they engaged in a fierce battle near Shah-e-Kot as part of Operation ANACONDA. The Canadian-American offensive demonstrated the resolve and abilities of both countries. It was also a historic event, since it was almost 50 years—dating back to the Korean War—that a Canadian military force had participated in a ground offensive. Canadian performance obviously impressed U.S. military commanders because the Princess Patricia unit was placed in charge of Operation HARPOON, a mission to flush out enemy fighters that remained in mountainous caves.

If Canada is moving deliberately to improve its security cooperation with the United States, the same cannot be said for Mexico. Military actions do not match the political rhetoric—even if President Vicente Fox’s election in 2000
foreshadowed many democratic gains for Mexico, along with the decline of the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI). Of all the major militaries in the hemisphere—these include the United States, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile—Mexico is in need of the greatest reform and improvement. Though large in size, a force of 240,000 members, it is neither well-trained nor well-equipped, and is not well-regarded by other militaries within the Americas. It still operates as a feudal bureaucracy, a vestige of the corporatism found under the old one-party-dominated political system.

The Mexican military is almost completely focused on domestic security and is a virtual neophyte in the international system. Constitutionally, it is prohibited from most forms of deployment outside the borders of Mexico. This institutionalized policy of nonintervention was a rational response for a nonaligned state that did not want to get involved in the Cold War duel between the United States and the Soviet Union. It no longer makes sense in this new century. But the military in Mexico extremely resists change, save for an occasional episode of humanitarian assistance in Central America. Even so, the hermetically-sealed glass bubble in which the military has thrived is cracking, exposing it to greater scrutiny, accountability, and potentially new missions.

Even before Fox was elected as the first non-PRI president in modern times, the military’s luster was somewhat tarnished in the mid-to-late 1990s by two major problems. The first was the public criticism that arose—President Raúl Salinas de Gortari did little to protect the military—over their brutal handling of counterinsurgency operations in Chiapas, Guerrero, Oaxaca, and other areas in the south. The second was the exposure and sacking of senior military officers for drug corruption, as the military assumed a greater role in fighting drug trafficking.47 By the time the National Action Party (PAN) succeeded in the national election that brought Fox to power, the military was beginning to make small
changes to blunt criticism, a reactive coping mechanism more than a vision for future reform. Ginger Thompson perceptively explains this difficult transition:

Since the 1940's when military generals gave up control of the Mexican government and promised to stay out of politics, civilian sectors of the long-ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party abided by promises to stay out of military affairs, including scrutiny of the military's multibillion-dollar budget and investigations of military conduct. Those quid pro quo agreements are gradually being challenged by an activist civil society and Mexico's first democratically elected president... For the first time, Mexico's secretary of defense, Gen. Clemente Vega Garcia, broke the military's tradition of official silence and appeared before Congress to discuss military operations over the last year.18

Concerning security cooperation, the Mexican Armed Forces are now challenged to consider new missions beyond the national territory by a powerful force, the internationalist agenda of the Fox Administration. The transition to executive electoral democracy and the success of NAFTA provides the fuel for the new president's engine of change. Mexico is no longer a subregional big fish in a small pond. It is now a regional or hemispheric power with global aspirations. As Mary Jordan and Kevin Sullivan point out, "Fox has bought new confidence to a nation that historically has been defensive and inward-looking. Armed with assurance, Fox has vowed to forge a more equal relationship with the United States..."49 In many areas, he has succeeded in placing Mexico on a better footing with the United States, but security cooperation is not one of those areas yet.

Providing strategic international focus to President Fox is the duty of Jorge Castañeda, his Foreign Minister, a man who is most difficult to describe as a political thinker, mainly because he has moved from being a reactive nationalist to an energetic internationalist. Castañeda consistently amazes politicians and journalists with his quickly devised statements. In early 2001, he astounded
listeners during a radio interview when he presaged a new turn in foreign policy for Mexico.

Mexico said yesterday that it is open to the possibility of joining United Nations peacekeeping operations around the world, signaling a foreign policy shift in Latin America's second-most-populous nation. 'Yes, there will be more active participation,' Foreign Minister Jorge Castañeda said. 'If we were asked to participate and we had the capacity to do so, and we felt it would be useful and agreed with the cause, then we would consider the possibility,' Castañeda said. . . . Castañeda . . . said Mexico's more active international role could come 'through the armed forces, or other types (of participation) with civil components, engineers, medical doctors, nurses, etc.'

President Fox picked up on independent-minded Castañeda's remarks and endorsed them. This was an important signal to observers. The president found merit in his foreign minister's bold assertions on Mexico's new international direction for security. Fox's words were full of reflection and projection:

'I believe that we have matured enough to go in the world and take part in what is happening there, regardless of whether we like it or not, or whether or not it suits our interests,' he said. Fox urged the diplomats to think of themselves as the heralds of an 'extremely dynamic' foreign policy that defends national interests 'in an intelligent way.' In the past, he noted, 'perhaps we were a bit isolated because we were ashamed about not having reached full democracy and this possibly led us to paint ourselves into a corner with certain political attitudes that we defended.' Now, however, Mexico was in a position to assume its place in the world as 'proactive defender of human rights' and let the international community know about far-reaching changes it has experienced in its social and political orientation. For that reason, Fox said, his administration would consider any invitation for Mexican troops to take part in international peacekeeping missions.

Despite the executive pronouncements on Mexico's interest in participating in international peacekeeping operations, it was soon clear that the military was not
prepared for nor interested in this new mission. When a very senior ranking military officer was asked if the Mexican Armed Forces were going to take on international peacekeeping duties, his quick and emphatic reply was “impossible!” This was not surprising because the military has several significant obstacles to hurdle in order to participate effectively in the international arena. The first challenge is obviously attitude. The senior military leaders did not grow up with peacekeeping, so they resist adopting this mission change, a natural organizational reaction. Second, the military is deficient in logistical and deployment capabilities. Third, Mexican troops are not trained for such missions.

Nevertheless, the Mexican Armed Forces are being forced to change by the other two members of the Clausewitzian Trinity—the government and the people. The government has pressed the military to change, bolstered by the people who are exposing the military for human rights abuses and corruption. This process of change will continue.

If it was just up to the Fox administration, security cooperation would advance without much trouble, for administration members understand how interdependent the North American states have become. The challenge to bringing Mexico into a security partnership with Canada and the United States is the resistance of the Mexican Senate, particularly the opposition parties (PRI and PRD). Countering Fox, they employed a constitutional provision to restrict him from traveling to the United States and Canada. Furthermore, opposition senators criticized the president for bringing Mexico closer to the United States in trade and security matters. In particular, there was great concern expressed over Mexico’s signing a new border agreement with the United States, which PRI representatives said would “jeopardize territorial rights.” They also complained about joint military exercises with the United States that occurred without legislative approval. Finally, they railed against the president for working with
the United States to create a "unified North American military command that could subject our armed forces to foreign command." 

Therein lies the problem. The legislature is dominated by nationalistic representatives who are poorly informed about international affairs. The opposition takes a bit of truth and weaves it into a mysterious web of international intrigue. While the United States is deeply interested in having Canada and Mexico as security partners and integrated within the emerging Northern Command, there is nothing threatening to the sovereignty of Canada or Mexico through this cooperation. But most Mexican politicians see evil intent in anything Mexico City might do with Washington.

Moreover, long-term strategic security visions have been confused with current initiatives. The United States is not interested in subjecting Mexican military units to U.S. command. But this will not stop Mexican opposition politicians from making up bizarre stories. Part of the reason for this is that a prominent journalist for El Financiero, Dolia Estevez, the leading financial newspaper in Mexico (or Latin America for that matter), periodically has written since 1999 about new ideas in security cooperation within North America. Recently, she wrote about how Mexico might play a role in the Northern Command proposed by Washington. Obviously she was on to something. Two days before her article was published, an Associated Press article by Will Weisert confirmed that Mexico was interested in security cooperation:

Mexico's defense secretary, Gen. Clemente Vega, was flying to Washington on Thursday [April 11, 2002] to discuss military cooperation that might link U.S., Mexican and Canadian forces against terrorism in a way that NAFTA has linked North America's economies. The plan apparently is based on a U.S. Army War College report in 1999 that suggested a North American peacekeeping force that would be headquartered in the United States. . . . 'One of the programs the general will discuss in the United States is a continental command that
would use the North American Free Trade Agreement as a basis,' a [Mexican] Defense Department spokesman said. . . .
The newspaper *El Sol* reported on Tuesday that such talks were part of Vega's agenda and quoted U.S. officials as saying discussion of the idea was 'a positive step.'

Once the Mexican Senate got hold of these articles, it added security cooperation as another reason to deny President Fox travel to the United States. The legislative accusations elicited a response from the Jorge Castañeda. He denied that the Northern Command had anything to do with Mexico; that this was just an internal initiative of the United States to revise its Unified Command Plan. Following that, the U.S. ambassador offered another explanation to refute the wild claims of the opposition parties. The upshot of all this is that security cooperation will grow, but very slowly, due to the incredible level of distrust within the opposition parties.

**Building Security Cooperation Through Brazil and the Southern Cone Connection.**

Brazil looms large as a political, economic, and military force with South America, making it a pivotal state. It is arguably the leading force—not in charge but certainly a strong leadership example that is respected—of the subregion for several reasons. First, it geographically dominates South America as the largest country; it is more than twice as large as the second largest country—Argentina. Second, Brazil is the seventh largest economy in the world, far outpacing Argentina (ranked 17th), and larger than NAFTA member Mexico (ranked 12th). Third, it also leads South America demographically, with over 156 million people, thus making it the second most populated country in the Americas. Fourth, it has substantial cultural influence within South America and beyond. From soccer to music, Brazil is admired and emulated.

Fifth, Brazil possesses the largest active duty military force in South America—second within the Americas.
behind the United States—with 287,600 personnel in uniform. Brazil's military has transformed from a strictly conventional force into a versatile force that has garnered much peacekeeping experience over the last decade, thus gaining even more respect from other militaries in the region. That said, most of its peacekeeping experience has been concentrated in the former Portuguese colonies of Africa. Closer to home, Brazil was instrumental—along with Argentina, Chile, and the United States—in the very successful peacekeeping operation that took place between Peru and Ecuador in 1995. Currently, the greatest portion of the Brazilian military is deployed in the western part of the country, protecting the Amazon region, and deterring guerrilla incursions from Colombia. Of all Colombia's geographic neighbors, the one that the guerrillas most fear as a military force is Brazil.

Lastly, Brazil is the leading force within Mercosur—or Common Market of the South. It sees itself as a subregional hegemon in pursuit of continental hegemony through an expanded Mercosur. However, the likelihood of an expanded Mercosur grows dimmer over time, as the FTAA movement threatens to engulf or ignore it, largely because Mercosur has not produced economic results—particularly from Argentina's current view. Given all of these factors, it is easy to see why Brazil is a key piece of the current (and future) hemispheric puzzle.

If one is wondering why so many facts were detailed above, it is because most people in the United States know little about Brazil, and that is most unfortunate and problematic for resolution of trade and security challenges. Another outcome of this ignorance about Brazil is what might best be called the "Aretha Franklin factor." Brazilians yearn for R-E-S-P-E-C-T, and rightly complain when they do not get it. From being overlooked for a permanent seat on the U.N. Security Council to the ignorance of the "soft power" leadership Brazil has demonstrated in South America, it is now even more determined to achieve greater international standing for
what it has done and will continue to strive for politically, economically, and militarily. Truly Brazil is an enigma in the international state system, for it is neither a great power nor a lesser power. Contrary to the assertions of political scientist Joseph Tulchin, it is neither a rule-maker nor a rule-taker.\(^{71}\) Brazil’s actions regarding the FTAA process are proof of this—it does not control the process nor is at the mercy of the process.

If Mexico is the gateway to a hemispheric community of nations, then Brazil is the gatekeeper. More than any other country in South America, Brazil holds the most influence as to whether cooperation will occur. Concurrently, this country confounds the critics by its Janus-faced nature. Its president, Fernando Henrique Cardoso, now a devoted free market disciple, was once a leading critic of capitalism.\(^{72}\) Cardoso’s politics has also changed, from devout socialism to a blend of democracy, capitalism, and socialism.\(^{73}\) Cardoso’s abiding concern for the poor in his country is understandable, as it is at once one of the richest and poorest countries in the Americas—just visit Rio de Janeiro to understand this bizarre economic paradox.\(^{74}\)

Finally, in the security realm, as Brazil portrays to the international community a strong interest in asserting itself as a leader, it is also concerned about its inability to stem the growing violence erupting in the favelas (urban slums)—call this internal insecurity. While Mexico may share similar concerns, its domestic difficulties pale in scope and size when compared to Brazil. Nevertheless, revolutionary change is not found in Brazil’s past—unlike Mexico—and it does not appear to be part of its future, despite concerns over who succeeds Cardoso as president. As Maria D’Alva Kinzo points out, “political rupture has never been a feature of the process of change, and Brazil’s current democratization has not diverged from this historical pattern.”\(^{75}\) Instead of revolution, Brazilians are more concerned that lawless urban protectorates will continue to grow, forcing the country to become more like a police state and less like a democracy.
What is now motivating Brasilia to give more favorable consideration to security cooperation, particularly as it relates to the Colombian security conundrum, is an evolving realization that it must play a role in countering the spillover effects. Initially, Brazil balked at Plan Colombia, just like other neighboring countries. One complaint was that the United States failed to consult Brazil, preferring to focus on a major bilateral deal with Colombia, with lesser deals for Bolivia and Peru. This was a valid objection as it is clear that regional approaches are required to the problems in and spreading from Colombia.76 On the other hand, part of the problem was Brazil’s initial resistance to cooperate on an approach to quelling the contagion that crosses borders. Brazil saw this as someone else’s problem. Over the last year, this has changed. Brazilians now recognize two important strategic challenges that must be handled, one domestic and the other international.

While the Brazilian military does not fear Colombian guerrillas as a threat to the country’s territorial sovereignty, the military is becoming increasingly concerned about the negative effects of drug trafficking, arms smuggling, and logistics—such as the trade in precursor chemicals for cocaine production—upon the stability of Brazil. Privately, there is acknowledgement that the drug trade has fueled a huge increase in criminal activity, so much so that many favelas are now classified as “off limits” to government authority—unless they employ military or quasi-military operations—because of the well-armed and violent gangs that find sanctuary there. Senior officials, military and civilian, admit that something must be done to stem this tide, and pursuing partnerships with other states is a necessary endeavor within South America.77

If Brasilia does not come up with a significant role in aiding regional security, there will be major negative consequences. Internationally, Brazil is compelled to act or lose any leadership momentum it may have built; it will be viewed as a soft power state that is devoid of hard power.
This is not to say that Brazil—or the international community—should intervene directly in Colombia,\textsuperscript{78} rather it has many options to consider that can facilitate the sharing of information to track and intercept transborder challenges to state authority and stability. This is a most difficult mission for Brasilia to take on, particularly since there are internal and external criticisms to overcome.\textsuperscript{79} Nevertheless, there is a growing instability along the Andean Ridge and beyond; this is a clarion call for Brazilian leadership in security cooperation. Without it, there will greater instability throughout region, no matter what the United States might do.

Argentina.

The land of silver is another paradox. As Argentina has contracted economically, its military has become a more professional, though smaller, force. Proof of this was demonstrated during the recent Argentine political, economic, and social crisis, where the military stayed in the barracks. As Professor Andres Fontana of Belgrano University recently stated, “There has definitely been a change of values and mentality.”\textsuperscript{80} This is not the military of Juan Peron or even Leopoldo Galtieri. Today the military is not a threat to the state. Civil-military relations are strong, largely because the military does not see itself as a primary actor in the resolution of political disputes, nor does it want to control the state. When interviewed about the turmoil in Argentina, Lieutenant General Ricardo Brinzoni, commander of the Argentine Army, said that “resorting to ‘the military option’ was no longer possible because both civilians and the military preferred it that way.”\textsuperscript{81} The extensive and unpleasant experience with military rule caused an important change in how the military should relate to the government and society.

With a total of 41,400 soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines, the military is significantly smaller than what it was just 2 decades ago. Nonetheless, with this major force
reduction, Argentina can still claim to be one of the most progressive peacekeeping forces in the world. However, this distinction has come at a high price according to analysts for *Jane’s Defence Weekly*:

In a world where nearly all armed forces have seen great changes in recent years, Argentina’s armed forces are in a class of their own. Until the disaster of the 1982 Falklands/Malvinas War, the armed forces boasted great political sway in addition to military significance. However, the past 15 years have seen the armed forces slashed in size, lose political power and face massive budget cuts...They have also totally changed their strategic perceptions of their neighbours and former rivals... Peacekeeping and peace enforcement have become major roles for the Argentine forces. This decade alone, they have deployed to Africa, Cambodia, the Caribbean, Central America, Cyprus, the former Yugoslavia, the Middle East and the Persian Gulf. But those operations have been conducted on a shoestring budget and the resource benefits to the forces, in many ways, have not been recouped. Despite President Carlos Menem’s use of the armed forces in his determined policy of bringing international respectability to Argentina, they have not received much priority on matters outside that role.\(^8\)

Diplomatically, Argentina enjoys good relations with Brazil and Chile through Mercosur and numerous combined military exercises. These exercises or confidence-building measures (CBMs) are designed to promote transparency, understanding, trust, and shared democratic values. They have been an important initial step in building security cooperation.\(^8\) Even so, without increased funding, Argentina will be hard-pressed to maintain a modern, well-trained, and significant—in size—military force. Its further decline would challenge its ability to remain a neutral actor in the domestic political realm.

During the 1990s, Argentina became one the United States’ closest allies in the Americas. It enjoys a special status as a non-NATO ally, and for all intents and purposes, functions as a quasi-member of NATO. It may be
geographically separated from Europe, but enjoys a convergence of interests with the NATO that ranges from peacekeeping to peace enforcement. In the realm of cooperative security, Argentina is determined to become NATO's South Atlantic partner. It is also an advocate of a regional security system, and recognizes that transnational security issues require better cooperation within South America, and the Americas as a larger entity.

Argentina’s peacekeeping initiatives are very farsighted. Though geographically placed in the Southern Cone of South America, it has soldiers (and police) deployed all over the world on peacekeeping missions. At last count, the U.N. had 612 Argentinean soldiers and police deployed on various missions on several continents. Argentina consistently ranks in the top 20 to 25 countries among contributors to U.N. peacekeeping operations. It ranks second in South America behind Uruguay. Perhaps its greatest international military achievement to date is its membership in the multinational Standby High Readiness Brigade (SHIRBRIG) designed expressly for U.N. peacekeeping. Led by Denmark, this unit consists of soldiers from Argentina, Austria, Canada, Finland, Italy, Jordan, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Spain, and Sweden. SHIRBRIG has evolved since its inception in 1995, when it was little more than an idea, to today, where if activated by the U.N., it would consist of four to five thousand soldiers. It is the rapid reaction force that many have long called for to deal with emergencies that develop quickly and with little notice.

Within Argentina, the military can proudly claim ownership of Centro Argentino de Entrenamiento Conjunto para de Paz (CAECOPAZ), an Argentine joint peacekeeping operations center. CAECOPAZ was inaugurated by President Carlos Menem on June 27, 1995. Located in the garrison of Campo de Mayo, not far from the capital city of Buenos Aires, it provides instruction in Spanish. Particularly significant is that the school is multinational—open to all countries—and sanctioned by the Department of
Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) of the U.N. This school and Argentina's membership in SHIRBRIG represent a commitment by the military to transformation, from an archaic territorial force to a modern, intelligent, well-trained, international force that serves the needs of democracy and advances the country's standing internationally.

Chile.

Though small in population, with just over 15 million people, Chile stands out in a major way on the regional and world stage. It is without question the strongest democracy in South America, low in corruption and high in opportunity. It is an economic powerhouse, largely due to careful planning and difficult choices. More than a decade ago, Chile developed a long-term free trade strategy and paid the short-term cost of economic dislocation, losing thousands of jobs in the textile industry, but eventually developed even more positions for workers in a vibrant export economy that is the envy of the world. President Ricardo Lagos explains:

It seems to me that what we have been able to accomplish in Chile is important from the point of view of a small country that decided that in this century, the 21st, we are going to be living in a global economy. So, when we are talking about trade, we are talking about the kind of development that we have in our own country today. It's true that during the last decade we were able to double our gross domestic product. It's true that during the last decade only two countries were able to have a bigger rate of growth than Chile, China and Singapore . . . the kind of opening of the Chilean economy requires us to have a very strong commitment to this kind of free trade. Of course we belong to Latin America, and in Mercosur countries we are associate members of Mercosur, and the reason we are not full members of Mercosur is the difference in tariffs.

Chile has excellent relations with its neighbors in South America except with Bolivia, mainly due to past conflicts
that resulted in a territorially reduced Bolivia and a greater Chile. Yet, while it seeks comity, Chile is known for its tendency to set its own course in political, economic, and military matters. Having never lost a war, and possessing a model economy and a political system that is arguably more progressive than the United States, it is understandable how Chile is able to carry itself proudly in international affairs (post-Pinochet era). More importantly, it is a global player—with impeccable credentials—that sees its future depending upon the vitality of its hemispheric and international partners. Its relations with the United States are very close, yet Chile has not lost its independent streak, carefully but firmly chiding Washington when it moved too slowly on formal recognition of Chile as a vital trade partner.

The Chilean military reflects the progressive norms of the country. Its active duty force of 87,500 makes it the largest military on a per capita basis within South America. It is well-trained, highly educated, well-equipped, and well-respected within the Americas. The military's funding is bolstered by a major infusion of money annually from the "copper law," in addition to its regular military budget. Chile's military has a strong partnership with the United States. Evidence of this can be found in numerous cooperative training missions and the willingness of Chile to purchase our military hardware. Internally, the Chilean military has improving civil-military relations. The military leadership is committed to respecting civilian authority, even if it means adjusting to further scrutiny and transparency, and this is aided by the fact that as an institution it is highly respected by society.

Chile is a relative novice at peacekeeping, having been focused more on conventional military doctrine, training, and operations. While it has experience in conflict resolution that dates back to the 1930s, it has only become a significant contributor to U.N. operations within the last decade. Its most significant U.N. operation so far was in East Timor, where Chile provided an aviation brigade,
along with some ground forces.\textsuperscript{94} The interest in peacekeeping is growing. Currently, Chile has a total of 44 military and police deployed on U.N. peacekeeping operations.\textsuperscript{95} No doubt this commitment will increase in the future.

\textbf{Putting It All Together: The New Hemispheric Security Architecture.}

Before explaining how this new system should operate, it is important to establish what the ends are. The principal result sought is to transform our security architecture from an archaic collective defense framework to one that reinforces our incipient hemispheric community. It must be able to capitalize on the synergy resulting from shared values and interests. It must strengthen our democratic ties and improve opportunity by addressing the current security needs of the Americas. This raises many questions. What should this new system be able to do? What controls are needed? Who are the key players? What international organization is best suited to managing and directing this security system?

An important principle that should guide security cooperation is that to be effective, it must be organized, professional, and able to quickly respond to problems. We no longer need a body of bureaucrats that is adept at discussion but empowered to do little. This new security architecture must be empowered to act decisively and competently. After all, if we—the states of the region—are going to construct a hemispheric economic community, there had better be a security community that can protect it, and without delay. In essence, the new security architecture must have standing multinational forces (SMFs) that can handle humanitarian assistance missions, peacekeeping, peace enforcement, and other small scale contingencies (SSCs).\textsuperscript{96} Agreements, structures, and organizations are meaningless unless they can perform. Thus, only standing multinational units can truly execute this requirement. Anyone who has
served in the initiation phase of an operation such as peacekeeping or peace enforcement understands just how important this new standard (of SMFs) is, since the level of chaos is often under-reported in official channels. Thus, the primary end of this security structure is that it must be able to deploy expeditiously—regionally and globally—to deal with natural disasters, border disputes, failed states, and other challenges that rapidly emerge.

To safeguard the sovereignty of states, effective controls are needed to prevent any one state from dominating the agenda and controlling the missions. If we are truly to uphold liberal values, each state must be respected and given an important say as to whether its soldiers can be employed on a mission considered by the security structure. Without broad agreement of member states, the security architecture loses the legitimacy that is the foundation for security cooperation.

International organizations, once created, are difficult to replace, and almost impossible to dismember once they have decades of experience. The OAS certainly is an example of this, albeit on a regional basis. Yet, even though its security structure—the Rio Treaty—is largely obsolete, there is potential for major reform and revitalization. Moreover, having seen positive changes in other OAS areas—such as the Democratic Charter—it is no longer good form to impugn the ability of this venerable organization to embrace change and become more relevant to the Americas. The fact is only one body speaks for the Americas, and it is the OAS.

If the security architecture relies most upon standing multinational units, are there any examples to follow in form or function? A current “almost-standing” multinational unit is, of course, SHIRBRIG. It is, however, more standby than standing. Reaching back to World War II there was a standing multinational unit that is an excellent model to consider.
The First Special Service Force (FSSF) was a collaborative effort between Canada and the United States. Colonel Robert T. Frederick of the U.S. Army was given command of this multinational brigade, formed in 1942, to conduct cold weather operations. Originally configured as a commando unit that could conduct diversionary attacks through airborne delivery of personnel and special transport vehicles, the unit was converted into a versatile assault group. The Canadian and American soldiers worked well together, and took great pride in their elite status, having been recruited from lumberjacks, forest rangers, hunters, woodsmen, game wardens, prospectors, and explorers. They trained on skis and developed proficiency on a host of weapons.

Through the generation of day-to-day habits in the training program the Force had become, in itself, an individuality, a separate entity that was neither Canadian nor U.S., but just plain Special Service Force. The initial selection of rugged individualists to man this force, and of highly aggressive, capable officers to lead it had produced a singular unit made up of what has been described as ‘the leaders of gangs.’ The individual soldier, almost to a man, had resourcefulness, mental and physical toughness, and an initiative that surmounted all obstacles.

From the Aleutians to European campaign in Italy and France, members of the Devil’s Brigade (as the enemy called them) fought with great valor and success, often sustaining significant casualties. Their incredible esprit de corps made them very aggressive in battle, much to the chagrin of the other side. The Canadian journalist Sholto Watt, of the Montreal Standard, summarized the accomplishments of the unit:

But the importance of the First Special Service Force in world history, and their influence on the future, are much greater than even their outstanding military merit would deserve. The significance of this Force is that it was the first joint [multinational] force of its kind, drawn from two neighbor democracies, and that it was a brilliant success throughout. It
is by no means fanciful to see it in the prototype of the world police of that world community which has for so long been the dream of goodwill. . . .

It is time to bring back the First Special Service Force, making it the cornerstone for hemispheric security cooperation in the 21st century. Certainly there is no need to wait for another Great War to operate in a truly multinational manner. Through the descriptions of selected states in North and South America it should be clear that they form the building blocks for regeneration of the FSSF. Canada, the United States, and Mexico could cooperate in providing military forces to create the First Special Service Force (North) or FSSF(N). Brazil, Argentina, and Chile could cooperate in providing the force structure to build the First Special Service Force (South) or FSSF(S).

These units represent the beginning phase of the new security cooperation architecture, which is to say that more forces can be added to the security structure or even to each force. For example, shortly after the FSSF(S) is formed, other states may desire to join. Uruguay and Paraguay might very well be interested in joining with Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. They should be encouraged to become involved and expand the partnership. If states within Central America, the Andean Ridge of South America, and the Caribbean want to form an FSSF, they should be encouraged to do so. A long-term goal is to have all states within the Americas represented.

What should comprise an FSSF? To execute competently a wide range of missions, it should have combat arms, combat service, and combat service support units. It will also need rotary and fixed wing aviation units to ensure that these brigades are rapidly deployable. To be a fully capable and self-contained brigade task force, it must have between five and six thousand soldiers and airmen (though it might also have marine and navy liaison detachments). Since they will be multinational, interoperability challenges must be addressed. Each force must have a
primary and secondary language—some might even speak three languages. Equipping the force has to be sorted out in a manner that uses the best equipment from member countries and encourages cooperative ventures among defense industries. Only the best soldiers should be permitted to join this elite force, because they will need great intelligence, dedication, and understanding to succeed as members. Those that join the FSSF should expect to sign on for a minimum of 3 years to facilitate using all their talents and maintain the highest level of unit readiness. Each FSSF will provide liaison sections to other FSSF units to improve training, deployment, and mission coordination.

Perhaps the most important benefit from recreating the FSSF is the true understanding, respect, friendship, and trust that is realized when soldiers train together, live together, and socialize together. Anyone who has served in an elite military unit understands the bonding that occurs when troops join with a common purpose and build teamwork to bring out the best in individuals and succeed as a collective entity. The only problem with combined training exercises is that they end just as soldiers from various countries are beginning to get acquainted. That is an important reason for developing standing multinational units. The synergy realized in international military relations from an FSSF will be immense and positive because FSSF members will return to their countries with different ideas about cooperation and will have an impact on the views of other soldiers, officers, family members, and neighbors.

No matter how command and control is accomplished, there will be complaints. Putting that aside, control of the force for deployment can only rest with the OAS, in a new security council that will oversee the FSSF units. To respect the sovereignty of states that have military forces within an FSSF, each state must provide express consent for each mission chosen by the OAS. Unless all states agree, the force cannot be deployed. Using this rule supports two important
requirements noted earlier: strategic restraint and reassurance. Large states cannot manipulate smaller states into executing an agenda that is contrary to their values and/or interests. Making consultation with all states a requirement alleviates the concerns that smaller states might have. An important by-product of this rule is that it engenders consultation, consideration, fairness, transparency, and more deliberate and diverse decisionmaking.

As to day-to-day command of the proposed FSSF(N) and FSSF(S), another issue for the gnashing of teeth, only so much can be shared. Ultimately, there can only be one commander of a military organization. FSSF(N) should be commanded by a brigadier general from the United States, with deputy commanders from Canada and Mexico. FSSF(N) should be operationally under the Northern Command, even though it is ultimately accountable to the OAS. FSSF(S) should be commanded by a brigadier general from Brazil, with deputy commanders from Argentina and Chile. Operationally, FSSF(S) should be under a regional command based in Brazil. Both the United States and Brazil should serve as leaders for the reasons already outlined. With leadership comes responsibility, meaning that these countries will have to provide significant physical, human, and financial resources for these units which will be based in their countries, although training missions must be executed in all member countries.

The OAS Security Council responsible for the deployment of each FSSF is also responsible for organizing higher level headquarters and additional forces depending on mission requirements. The Security Council should be composed of Canada, the United States, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile as a starting point. The OAS Security Council can have as many as 10 members, with some designated on a rotating basis. Any recommendation for action by this council must first receive a two-thirds majority vote of support from the OAS General Assembly.
The primary role of FSSF units is to serve on missions within the Western Hemisphere. The secondary role is to be available for offer by the OAS to the U.N. for peacekeeping missions. Even so, individual states may be the catalyst for generating the support of such a mission. Given the high probability of deployment, no more than one FSSF should be deployed outside of the Americas until such time as there are at least three such separate brigades in the OAS inventory. The logic is that too many U.N. commitments could deprive the hemisphere of a force to respond to its own emergency situations. The OAS would do well to have a security liaison section assigned to the Department of Peacekeeping Operations of the United Nations, in order to improve mission planning, coordination, and response.

**Recommendations.**

It is crucial that the United States take the lead in expanding security cooperation within the Western Hemisphere. The next 5-10 years are critical to achieving a greater sense of community within the Americas. If opportunities are not met with action, undoubtedly this would result in the loss of standing of the United States in the eyes of its hemispheric neighbors, not to mention the damage done to advancement of interests and values. Given this, the following recommendations are made:

- Conduct a hemispheric security conference with the support of the OAS by October 1, 2003. The conference should focus on the creation of a new security structure. The United States should enlist the support of Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile as cosponsors of the conference. A new OAS security structure should be created and staffed by January 1, 2004.

- Reactivate the First Special Service Force (FSSF), with a northern unit consisting of Canada, the United States, and Mexico. This unit will be known as
FSSF(N). A second southern unit consisting of Brazil, Argentina, and Chile will be known as FSSF(S). These units are to be operable by October 1, 2004.

- Ensure that the FSSF (N + S) is properly filled, provisioned, and trained, so that it is fully prepared to deploy within the Americas on a potential mission by October 1, 2005.

- Encourage other member states of the OAS to create additional FSSFs by October 1, 2005, so that sufficient units are available by October 1, 2006, to handle missions within and outside the Americas simultaneously.

Conclusion.

A new security architecture is needed in the Americas that reflects the movement toward economic community and commitment to democratic—more accurately liberal—values. It should also reflect a new type of leadership that employs strategic restraint and reassurance of allies. One of the great ironies in life is that the harder one tries to lead, the less likely that others will follow. Good leadership, defined as having loyal followers, occurs when the focus is not so much being in charge, as it is developing a sense of teamwork that shows respect for the opinions and ideas of the team. Essentially, this is what soft power is all about—getting others to do things they see as being consistent with their own values and interests. The “sovereignty clause” contained in this new security architecture reflects soft power. No state is compelled to join in a mission that it does not support. This builds trust and confidence.

A subtle but important distinction is that the focus is on security cooperation, not defense integration. Defense integration raises a host of sovereignty issues that argue against such a program. Security cooperation provides opportunities to improve the way we collectively respond to
challenges within and without the Western Hemisphere, yet under a process that does not upset existing state defense structures or diminish the authority of the state in the security realm. It is also important to note that this is an indirect approach to fighting scourges such as drug trafficking and guerrilla insurgencies. Cooperation provides the sharing of information, ideas, and concerns. This by itself assists states in their duty to protect the safety and rights of their citizens. This is not the primary duty of standing multinational units. They can assist, but only when there is consensus of all member states, which is most unlikely.

While confidence-building measures were a positive step in hemispheric security cooperation, it is clearly time to move on to the next phase, a security system that reflects the realities of the 21st century and is attuned to regional security virtues and challenges. Today the Americas need competent standing multinational units that can uphold peace and fight natural disasters immediately, not a bureaucratic machinery that is slow to respond and usually disorganized when assembled and initially deployed. We can and must do better. A revised OAS security framework and First Special Service Force component units are the best ways to address the challenges of the future, promote cooperation, strengthen democracy, expand opportunity, and build lasting trust and respect. Let us get to work to build a better community of states within the Americas.
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